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Abstract 
Background: Semantic validation of CDA documents exchanged between the Vienna 
General Hospital, its subsystems and the Medical University of Vienna is currently done 
by hand. This leaves an opportunity for automatization. 
Objectives: The goal of this work is to examine whether the reuse of the Austrian 
national EHR (ELGA) templates and ART-DECOR provide a practicable solution for the 
semantic validation of these CDA documents. 
Methods: We describe an approach to generate Schematron scripts based on templates 
created in ART-DECOR. The templates originate from prototypes taken from the ELGA 
building block repository and are modified to suit the CDA implementation guide of the 
Vienna General Hospital. 
Results: The implementation of the CDA header implementation guide resulted in one 
document level template and 20 header level templates. With the Schematron scripts 
generated from this template structure a CDA test document was validated and several 
errors were found. 
Conclusions: ART-DECOR is considered a practical solution for the generation of 
Schematron scripts used for CDA document validation. We profited from the fact that 
ELGA uses ART-DECOR while creating the templates in terms of written lines of code.
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Introduction 
In December 2015 the Austrian national electronic health record ELGA (german acronym for 
‘Elektronische Gesundheitsakte’) was rolled out. ELGA is designed as a distributed systemto 
exchange medical documents [1]. Medical information is persisted using the Health Level 
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Seven International (HL7) Clinical Document Architecture (CDA) [2]. CDA documents in the 
Austrian ELGA can be validated using Schematron scripts automatically generated from 
ART-DECOR [3]. In ART-DECOR, templates are created to digitally represent and distribute 
national and international guidelines. 
 
The Vienna General Hospital has more than 2,000 beds and with its 27 different 
departments is one of the biggest hospitals in Europe. In 2010 new communication 
interfaces to exchange documents between the various subsystems and the Medical 
University of Vienna compliant to the then forthcoming ELGA based on fully structured HL7 
CDA documents were planned and implemented [4]. Currently various versions of different 
CDA documents ranging from highly structured lab reports to CDA documents automatically 
generated from forms in the hospital information systems only containing structured sections 
are exchanged. 
 
Currently the CDA implementation guides at the Vienna General Hospital are only available 
as PDF documents. Therefore it is not possible to validate CDA documents against these 
specifications automatically. Using computer processable representations of the CDA 
implementation guides, validation scripts could be created automatically. As the automatic 
semantic validation is not possible with the current setting, there is a need for a computer 
processable version of the guidelines. Currently there is no workflow to validate against 
changes in CDA implementation guides. To simplify the validation process and be able to 
automatically implement new validation rules when new versions of an implementation guide 
are released, a system to provide semantic and syntactic validation is needed. 
 
This work presents the results of a bachelor thesis. The goal of the thesis was to evaluate 
the feasibility of ART-DECOR to evaluate the CDA documents exchanged between the 
various subsystems at the Vienna General Hospital and the Medical University of Vienna. 
Template specifications in PDF CDA implementation guides were implemented in 
ART-DECOR. This enables us to generate validation scripts and validate CDA documents 
syntactically and semantically. The approach was tested on laboratory header documents 
and a locally deployed ART-DECOR instance. 

State of the Art 
The syntactic evaluation of CDA documents of the Vienna General Hospital is done by XML 
schema. When a XML document is imported into sub systems, the CDA documents are 
syntactically checked. If the importing process fails (i.e. an error occurs), the system reports 
back to the user. However there are no official scripts for semantic validation and error 
checking has to be done independently by the various sub system. The manual validation 
requires a lot of time by highly trained employees and there is a great chance of not noticing 
errors which could lead to additional extra work. The state of the art at the Vienna General 
Hospital are PDF implementation guides, for the different types of CDA documents 
exchanged.  
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In the past various approaches to validate CDA documents semantically have been 
presented, for example the approach in [5] based on XML Schema or manually created 
Schematron scripts. These validation scripts were developed independently of the 
implementation guides. To reduce this repetitive and error prone workflow, ART-DECOR 
was developed. In ART-DECOR health professionals can define Datasets describing their 
information needs in semi structured form. Datasets are further enriched using terminologies 
and value sets. For each implementation guide, a scenario is defined where Datasets are 
mapped to specific CDA structures in so called templates. Using this computer processable 
description in ART-DECOR, beside other things, implementation guides and validation 
scripts can be generated automatically.  
 
In [6] the power of ART-DECOR templates and the generation of Schematron scripts is 
presented. The paper mentions the possibility for other projects to benefit from existing 
templates as implemented in this project. They describe the coupling of Gazelle 
ObjectsChecker and ART-DECOR to deliver a productive and timesaving way of creating 
validation tools and hence making hand written guidelines obsolete.  
 
In [7] the concept of Building Block Repositories (BBRs) within ART-DECOR with its 
advantages and areas of applications is explained. 
BBRs are used to make templates available for reusing them in other projects. Using an 
example from British Columbia, where the state provides a BBR for local use, a real world 
application is presented. With the usage of BBRs the local medical centres and other users 
can stay up to date with latest templates. Regional or national BBRs give smaller projects 
like ours the chance to reuse their templates and save many hours of work reinventing or 
remodelling existing templates. BBRs could play an important part in the distribution of 
standardized resources. 
 
In Austria there are efforts to establish a system called ELGA to exchange documents 
between health service providers. In [1] the plan to simplify workflows and the document 
management in Austria is described. ELGA uses ART-DECOR as a software to implement 
CDA specification guidelines as well as to generate Schematron scripts for the validation of 
the exchanged documents. Additionally ELGA provides a BBR for distribution of the created 
templates. This helps other developers to reuse implemented rules for CDA documents in 
Austria. 
 
In the german project AKTIN [8], emergency care protocols are modelled using 
ART-DECOR. The target of AKTIN is to implement a new standard for such protocols, which 
should be used nationally. Another main goal is to utilize this project to simplify and speed 
up workflows as well as reduce errors in this critical sector of medical care. Like in the 
Austrian ELGA, AKTIN is available through the official ART-DECOR website and could be 
used by manufacturers of information systems to adopt a uniform standard as well as to 
ensure interoperability between systems. AKTIN includes the specification of Templates and 
Value Sets, which might be used to develop decision support systems. 
 
The HL7 Newsletter [9] published in June 2016 includes an article which describes another 
usage for the ART-DECOR interface. In the presented work, a “Hemodialysis Report” is 
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electronically implemented based on the HL7 CDA R2 document standard. The main focus 
was to develop an HL7 CDA R2 document as well as to create rules for the document 
exchange while using templates in ART-DECOR. A local ART-DECOR installation was used 
for implementation and testing. Furthermore, the developers are looking forward to utilize the 
option of reusing their created components for projects in the future to decrease 
implementation time. 

Methods 
In order to create ART-DECOR templates and generate Schematron scripts an 
ART-DECOR installation is required. ART-DECOR can be directly used on the official 
ART-DECOR servers or installed locally using the installation documentations from the 
official ART-DECOR website [3]. 
 
Based on the CDA implementation guides of the Vienna General Hospital existing templates 
in the BBR from ELGA were searched. As there was no intention to recreate existing 
templates from scratch, the goal was to bring together and reuse as many existing resources 
as possible. Using the Temple editor in ART-DECOR, a prototype of the existing ELGA 
template was edited to match the specifications from the implementation guide.  
 
To validate the CDA documents the following methods were used. First the included 
validation within the ART-DECOR user interface, second the validation using Saxon and 
XSLTs and third the validation tool provided by the XML editor ‘Oxygen’. To validate within 
the ART-DECOR user interface it is necessary to upload the CDA document using the web 
interface. The validation with Saxon runs locally using a command line tool, the 
correspondent XSL files created from ART-DECOR and the Schematron script “Skeleton” 
implementation based on XSLT. In the Oxygen XML Editor there is an integrated function to 
validate XML documents via Schematron scripts using a graphical user interface. 

Results 

Local installation of ART-DECOR 
We deployed ART-DECOR locally using Oracle VirtualBox with Ubuntu Server 16.04.1 LTS 
as base operating system. In Ubuntu all the necessary programs as mentioned in the 
ART-DECOR installation manual [3] (i.e. Java, Tomcat Server, eXistdb etc.) were installed 
successfully. We used ART-DECOR Version 1.8.34. Plugins were installed using the 
ART-DECOR web interface in eXistdb on the standard localhost port 8877. Port forwarding 
in the virtual machine was used to access the web server and the eXistdb from the host 
computer.  
In addition to the basic installation a user with administration rights was created to start a 
new project and add templates. To solve dependencies from the used ELGA BBR the HL7 
terminology was added during the installation process. During the whole installation process 
and while adding the BBR to the project an internet connection is required. Additionally 
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SNOMED CT and ICD-10 were installed. To efficiently perform editing of templates the 
Temple template editor was installed. 
 
 

Generating templates using the BBR from ELGA 
As part of this work only the header specifications from the Vienna General Hospital were 
implemented. Each created template originates in the ELGA BBR. This resulted in local 
copies of the referenced prototypes. In every template the HL7 terminology is used. Using 
the implementation guides, relevant templates were looked up in the ELGA BBR and all the 
differences were implemented one by one. The resulting templates structure consists of a 
document level template, which contains the basic header attributes. The document level 
template refers to a total of 20 header level templates. Those header level templates refer to 
other templates in hierarchical levels up to a depth of three (see Fig. 1).  
 
With this approach of following CDA implementation guides there is no necessity to use 
ART-DECOR by first creating Datasets and Terminologies. The templates in our case were 
directly adapted from the ELGA BBR. ELGA itself did not follow this way either, because 
they also used implementation guidelines defined by the Austrian Government. 
 
Special focus is put on the correct implementation of the various IDs in the implementation 
guides. As an example in the Template “HeaderRecordTarget” the Vienna General Hospital 
CDA header guidelines demand at least 7 IDs, whereas ELGA demands at least 2 IDs. For 
context, the second of those IDs has to be the social security number. As there are some 
rules which had to be added to the ELGA template prototypes, it was important to keep track 
of the used and unused IDs to avoid errors while using the templates.  
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Figure 1: List of created templates in hierarchical representation as generated from ART-DECOR 

 
 

Validate CDA Documents using Schematron scripts 
Once all templates are specified in ART-DECOR, the main Schematron script can be 
created. This Schematron script refers to several other Schematron scripts to provide the 
correct functionality of the rules specified in the templates. To validate XML CDA documents 
three methods were used. First the included validation tool within the ART-DECOR interface, 
second, the validation with the Oxygen XML Editor and third, the usage of Saxon XSLT 
interpreter executed in the local command line with XSL files were tested. The first step, 
regardless of the used method, is to generate a compiled version of the project. By using the 
ART-DECOR internal validation tool, the next step is simply to upload the XML document. 
Another method used in this project was directly using terminal commands to execute Saxon 
PE with Java. As this did not work with the complex hierarchy of the Schematron scripts and 
the usability of the other two possibilities were superior, we decided against working with it. 
The last method used is the shareware program Oxygen. Oxygen uses the Schematron 
script generated using ART-DECOR and an XML document as input. 
 
Using a sample CDA document of the Vienna General Hospital, the created templates in our 
locally deployed ART-DECOR environment were applied. To test the generated Schematron 
scripts an example CDA header in an XML CDA document was validated. The result was the 
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same in the different validation environments used. A total number of 23 errors occurred in 
the provided document. As an example, the timestamp was semantically incorrect 
throughout the whole document. HL7 timestamps require a specific format, which is 
“YYYYTTMMHHSS”. In every timestamp there was either one digit too much or missing. 
Furthermore, in the template “HeaderRecordTarget” the second of the seven OIDs did not 
match the OID of a social security number. Through this test the sample document could be 
validated semantically and syntactically.  

Discussion 
The use of ART-DECOR offers many possibilities for improving the interoperability of 
systems, both with the work done in this thesis as well as in new application fields. The HL7 
Templates Standard, ART-DECOR is using, is in ballot to become a HL7 STU standard. This 
standard based approach to handle CDA templates allows to integrate new fields into the 
system in the future. Like the current systems in which syntactic validation is performed 
when importing documents into sub-systems of the Vienna General Hospital, the semantic 
Schematron script validation introduced in this work could be done at the same gateways. 
Although the system is now fault-tolerant, validation may improve the quality of CDA 
documents exchanged locally in the hospital and between the hospital and the Medical 
University of Vienna. It has to be ensured that the Schematron scripts used are always 
up-to-date and consistent with the current version of the implementation guides. As 
mentioned earlier the implementation guidelines of the Vienna General Hospital differ from 
the ELGA specifications. Analyzing the differences between the cloned ELGA templates and 
the adapted templates, a script to automatically convert ELGA compliant CDA headers could 
be developed, although the feasibility and necessity of such a script still has to be examined. 
The virtual machine had the advantage to share ART-DECOR instances between the project 
members and allowed them to revert to specific snapshots when big errors occurred. The 
virtual box was shared between the project members using an USB stick, which on the other 
hand resulted in severe versioning issues and furthermore the size of the image (~10GB) 
caused problems with cross-filesystem sharing. Without extensive communication and 
collaboration the project would have failed. The virtual box image will be deployed at a local 
server available to all entitled persons working with the Vienna General Hospital CDA 
documents. Another option is to use the official ART-DECOR main server to deploy the 
project. This takes advantage of the free to use resources provided by ART-DECOR. Other 
projects like ELGA and AKTIN benefit from this offer.  
 
Using a locally deployed ART-DECOR server was a feasible starting point to evaluate the 
applicability of ART-DECOR for our validation purposes. Even though we encountered some 
minor issues during the installation process, the installation instructions were sufficient to 
install ART-DECOR. During the installation we got familiar with ART-DECOR and the 
various plugins available and needed. We can therefore recommend installing ART-DECOR 
for test purposes locally.  
 
The creation of the templates by adapting the ELGA BBR prototypes was probably the most 
important and most extensive section of the work. The most important challenges were the 
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consistent management of IDs, as well as the exact alteration to the requirements of the 
CDA Headers used by the Vienna General Hospital. Since we created the CDA templates 
based on an existing implementation guide, we did not follow the ART-DECOR workflow of 
first creating a Dataset and mapping terminologies to the Dataset. In order to take full 
advantage of ART-DECOR, the information needs of our physicians should be documented 
as Datasets and mapped to terminologies. Based on these information needs, scenarios 
with CDA templates should be created. The next step is to finalize the template generation 
by creating the CDA body templates. With the existing connection to the ELGA BBR and the 
knowledge we gained during the work on the header, this task can be done more efficiently.  
 

Conclusion 
 
ART-DECOR provides an ideal surface for this project and many others. It presents some 
features that are especially useful for validating XML documents and helps to facilitate and 
speed up work. The main advantages for our work were the integrated template editor and 
the ability to generate Schematron scripts directly within the user interface. Furthermore, 
profitable features are the validation of documents on the ART-DECOR platform, as well as 
the ability to reference building block repositories. The Temple editor was an advantage, 
since we were able to edit the code without a desktop application. To check on the changes 
made within the editor, we took behalf of the integrated information window of the respective 
template. Especially for the multiplicity of elements it is very pleasant to be able to make the 
small changes directly in the ART-DECOR interface. Since the goal of our work was to 
validate XML CDA documents with Schematron scripts, it was also very beneficial for us that 
the user interface provides the ability to directly create the Schematron scripts for each 
compiled version in the “development” section. This has saved us some work with endless 
terminal commands. Another excellent feature is the option to validate uploaded XML 
documents directly in the ART-DECOR web interface. It is, however, useful to get involved in 
the Schematron script's chastity before working with this language and to understand the 
basic functionality offered. 
 
The aim of this work was to validate CDA headers of the Vienna General Hospital using 
ART-DECOR. It included the basic installation and setup of ART-DECOR. Profound 
attention was paid to the reusability of the system and thus a virtual machine was used. Due 
to the underlying structure of the CDA headers of the Vienna General Hospital, it was 
possible to evaluate the internal documents by the usage of Schematron scripts. The basic 
prerequisites to validate a document are a correct hierarchy and adaptation of the templates 
used. To achieve the goal of this work, we took advantage of the existing template 
prototypes supplied by ELGA. The main task was to adapt the existing prototypes to the 
internal structure set by the Vienna General Hospital. Different approaches for validation 
were presented and a sample document was evaluated. Despite some challenges during the 
work, the project was successfully completed by using ART-DECOR. 
 
We would like to thank the it4science team at the Medical University of Vienna for making 
available the CDA implementation guides and sample documents for the testing.  
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